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CHAPTER 1. THE LORE OF LIGHTNING RODS


4. “Advice to Sir George Villiers, afterwards Duke of Buckingham, when he became favourite to King James,” in The Works of Francis Bacon, 3 vols. (Philadelphia: A. Hart, 1853), 2:375–88, quotation at 375. Barry Goldwater reports that among the Hopi Indians it was “custom that the chief rarely if ever spoke publicly on important matters. A promising young brave always did so. If anything went wrong, it was the brave’s fault. If things went right, the chief was praised” (Barry M. Goldwater with Jack Casserly, Goldwater [New York: Doubleday, 1988], 270).


12. Compare, for instance, Patrick Anderson’s judgment that Harry Hopkins had been “used as a political lightning rod to draw criticism away from the President” (President’s Men, 4) with Robert Sherwood’s claim that Hopkins “was unquestionably a political liability to Roosevelt, a convenient target for all manner of attacks directed at the President himself” (Roosevelt and Hopkins: An Intimate History [New York: Harper and Brothers, 1948], 1). Or contrast Rosalynn Carter’s judgment that Carter needed to fire Joseph Califano because, “Joe was hurting him [Carter] politically” (First Lady from Plains [Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1984], 155) with Fred Greenstein’s judgment that the firing of Califano was a mistake because Califano was “a public figure with a sufficiently independent reputation and personal disposition to be effective as a deflector” (Hidden-Hand Presidency, 238).

13. The most sustained treatment of the subject that I am aware of is Fred Greenstein’s Hidden-Hand Presidency, esp. 90–92, 147, 179, 238–40. Two other books that are well attuned to the adviser’s role in deflecting blame are Patrick Anderson, President’s Men, and Joseph G. Bock, The White House Staff and the National Security Assistant: Friendship and Friction at the Water’s Edge (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1987).


31. Anderson, *President's Men*, 348. Of Bill Moyers, George Reedy said: "What Bill did was pin responsibility upon the President in private conversations with the press. . . . It was no accident that the President's popularity started to fall abruptly as soon as Bill took over" (Larry Berman, "Johnson and the White House Staff," in Robert A. Divine, *Exploring the Johnson Years* [Austin: University of Texas Press, 1981], 193).


35. Larry Speakes, *Speaking Out: The Reagan Presidency from Inside the White House* (New York: Scribners, 1988), 85. Also confusing is Hedrick Smith's suggestion that Don Regan had to quit because he "was becoming too much of a lightning rod" (address to the Commonwealth Club of San Francisco, July 8, 1988). If the term lightning rod denotes deflection of criticism (and this definition is consistent with Smith's usage of the term in his splendid book, *The Power Game* [New York: Random House, 1988]), then it is difficult to see how, at least from the president's point of view, an adviser can become "too much" of a lightning rod. An adviser may, of course, become so controversial that rather than deflect criticism (i.e., act as a lightning rod) he draws criticism to the president (i.e., becomes a liability).


42. Fenno, *President's Cabinet*, 165.

43. Ibid., 165–67.

44. The distinction between the "inner cabinet" (State, Defense, Treasury, and Justice) and the "outer cabinet" is from Thomas E. Cronin, *The State of the Presidency*, 2d ed. (Boston: Little, Brown, 1980), 282 ff.

45. More precisely, the postmaster general averaged 260 mentions a year, the secretary of interior 137, the secretary of labor 104, the secretary of agriculture 95, and the commerce secretary 93.

46. Averaging Benson's numbers over the duration of Eisenhower's presidency would not affect the results much. I have not calculated such an average, however, because after 1950, the *Times* changed the way it indexed names, making it necessary to cross-reference in order to obtain data about front-page references or even to obtain total mentions that are comparable with the earlier data.

47. I have excluded defense secretary designate John Tower from the list of administration officials. Tower had 143 mentions in 1989, almost all the result of his contentious confirmation hearing. Coverage of Sam Nunn, who was chair of the Armed Services Committee, was substantially increased by the Tower confirmation. The coverage of Jim Wright and John Glenn was greatly inflated as a result of ethics investigations directed at them.


50. Ibid., 64.

CHAPTER 2. IKE'S LIGHTNING ROD


3. Ibid., esp. 90–92, 147, 238–39.

4. Ibid., 91–92.


7. Greenstein, *Hidden-Hand Presidency*, 91. Krock’s memoirs, it needs to be mentioned, were not published until eight years after Eisenhower left the presidency, but there are plenty of reasons to think that this was not something that occurred to Eisenhower only after watching Johnson’s failure.

8. No evidence exists that Eisenhower selected his secretary of agriculture (or any other controversial cabinet member) for the purpose of being a lightning rod (Greenstein comes to the same conclusion in *Hidden-Hand Presidency*, 91). Rather, Benson seems to have been chosen in large part because he had widespread support within the farming community, particularly from the powerful Farm Bureau (see, e.g., Richard F. Fenno, Jr., *The President’s Cabinet* [Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1959], 51–87; Jeffrey E. Cohen, *The Politics of the U.S. Cabinet: Representation in the Executive Branch, 1789–1984* [Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1988]; Edward L. Schapsmeier and Frederick H. Schapsmeier, *Ezra Taft Benson and the Politics of Agriculture* [Danville, Ill.: Interstate, 1975], 13–14, 35–36; and George Aiken, Oral History-28, April 27, 1967, COHP, EL, 12. In addition, the administration saw the appointment of Benson, who had backed Taft in 1952, as an opportunity to unite the Republican party (Herbert Brownell, Oral History-282, April 7, 1971, COHP, EL, 14). Eisenhower also definitely wanted someone who shared his view that government control over agriculture needed to be reduced (see Herbert Brownell, Oral History-157, January 31, 1968, COHP, EL, 108; Ezra Taft Benson, *Cross Fire: The Eight Years with Eisenhower* [Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1962], 11; and Dwight D. Eisenhower, *Mandate for Change* [Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1963], 90).


14. Adams, *Firsthand Report*, 202. Eisenhower was certainly well aware that in a context of declining farm prices, policies aimed at reducing price supports were bound to draw fire from aggrieved interests. In a meeting with legislative leaders held at the outset of his second term, for instance, Eisenhower acknowledged that in the agricultural area “any change will be criticized” (Legislative Leadership Meeting, April 16, 1957, Legislative Meeting Series (Official File, Eisenhower Library, hereafter cited as OF, EL). “None of us was blind to the fact,” Eisenhower later wrote,
"that in attempting to liberate agriculture from the artificial system of marketing in vogue since World War II, we were undertaking an effort that would call forth angry protests from vote-seeking politicians and from certain sectors of the agricultural community" (Mandate for Change, 290). A number of prominent Republicans shared the view that criticism of the secretary of agriculture was inevitable given the farm situation and the administration's policies. See, for example, Adams, Firsthand Report, 203; Meade Alcorn, Oral History-163, February 8, 1967, COHP, EL, 128, 130; Edward Thye, Congressional Record, August 4, 1954, 13247.

15. American Institute of Public Opinion-593, January 3–7, 1958. The questions asked by Gallup were, Do you approve or disapprove of the way Secretary of Agriculture Ezra Taft Benson is handling his job? and Do you approve or disapprove of the way Eisenhower is handling his job as President? Essentially the same results showed up in an earlier Gallup poll, taken in March 1956. The March poll found that 60 percent of farmers approved of Eisenhower's job performance while only 25 percent approved of Benson's; 36 percent of farmers combined disapproval of Benson with approval of Eisenhower (AIPO-561, March 8–13, 1956).

16. The exact wording of the questions were, On the whole, do you think President Eisenhower is doing a good, fair, or poor job for the nation at Washington? and On the whole, do you think that Ezra Taft Benson is doing a good, fair, or poor job as secretary of agriculture?


22. The Gallup Poll: Public Opinion, 1935–1971, 3 vols. (New York: Random House, 1972), 2:1421. This poll, the data for which have evidently been lost, was conducted at some point between April 16 (the day of the president's veto) and May 13 (the date of the press release).

23. Parmet, Eisenhower and the American Crusades, 322.

24. All of the data in this section were kindly provided to me by the Miller Publishing Center in Minneapolis.


26. A July 1985 poll showed a slightly larger discrepancy, with 65 percent disapproving of Block and 54 percent disapproving of Reagan. This is still a tightly coupled set of attitudes, however, when compared with the Eisenhower-Benson pattern.


28. This average is computed from six polls conducted twice a year (January and July) between 1978 and 1980.
29. In both the Illinois and Indiana samples, the questions were asked twice a year, once in the early spring and once in early fall. I have omitted the polls conducted in March 1977, because of its proximity to the beginning of the term.

30. More specifically, in May 1975, 26 percent disapproved of Butz and 24 percent disapproved of Ford. In December 1975, 25 percent disapproved of Butz and 28 percent disapproved of Ford. In June 1976, 26 percent expressed disapproval of Butz, while 30 percent expressed disapproval of Ford, and in September of that year, 32 percent disapproved of Butz and 32 percent disapproved of Ford.

31. There were, of course, exceptions. North Carolina Democrat Kerr Scott, for instance, professed to being “one member of this body who from the beginning of this administration has placed the responsibility for its sorry record on one man, and that one man is Dwight Eisenhower” (Congressional Record, April 24, 1956, 6848).

In general, it was the most liberal senators, such as Wayne Morse (January 26, 1954, 806-9; March 12, 1954, 3201-2), Paul Douglas (January 27, 1956, 1453), and beginning in 1956 Hubert Humphrey (March 1, 1956, 3687), who attacked Eisenhower directly. By the same token, there were conservative Republicans who forthrightly defended Benson, such as Arthur Watkins of Utah (January 30, 1956, 1527-28) and Everett Dirksen of Illinois (January 30, 1956, 1527; February 1, 1956, 1779; February 21, 1957, 2383).

32. Ibid., April 16, 1958, 6483.
34. Ibid., February 19, 1954, 2041.
35. Ibid., January 29, 1957, 1060.
36. Ibid., January 27, 1956, 1460.
37. Ibid., April 4, 1957, 5151.
40. Ibid., January 30, 1956, 1539.
41. Ibid., March 31, 1958, 5761. Also see August 7, 1958, 16512.
42. Ibid., March 31, 1958, 5762.
43. Beginning early in the election year of 1956, Humphrey changed his tune, attacking both Benson and Eisenhower. He took special pains, for the first time, to identify the administration’s program as “the Eisenhower-Benson farm program” (see, for example, ibid., March 6, 1956, 4025-52; also see March 1, 1956, 3696 and April 18, 1956, 6489). To press the point home, he told his Senate colleagues: “I have stated on the floor at times that I thought the Secretary of Agriculture ought to be dismissed, but I think that was an unkind remark. I do not believe it would make a bit of difference if he were dismissed. He is carrying out the policy of the administration from right up at the top” (March 1, 1956, 3687).
44. Ibid., March 22, 1954, 3654; March 4, 1954, 2642. Commenting on a Wall Street Journal report that Eisenhower had decided to veto any extension of present levels of farm price supports, Humphrey believed that if the president “will consult his own conscience” rather than following Benson’s advice, there would almost certainly be no veto (June 16, 1954, 8355).


50. Adams, _Firsthand Report_, 82.

51. Eisenhower, _Mandate for Change_, 290; also see 562–63. Sherman Adams observed that "the so-called Benson farm policies that everybody indignantly called to Eisenhower's attention were actually Eisenhower's own farm policies" (_Firsthand Report_, 203). Also see Ambrose, _Eisenhower_, 159–60; William E. Leuchtenburg, _In the Shadow of FDR: From Harry Truman to Ronald Reagan_ (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1983), 53–56; Schapsmeier and Schapsmeier, "Eisenhower and Ezra Taft Benson," 369, 378; and Parmet, _Eisenhower and the Crusades_, 321.

52. Notes of meeting with secretary of agriculture, October 29, 1955, Box 6, Administration Series, Ann Whitman File (hereafter cited as AWF), EL. Also present at the meeting were Milton Eisenhower, Sherman Adams, and Jim Hagerty.

53. The Soil Bank included a temporary "Acreage Reserve" program, through which farmers were paid to take soil out of production, and a more long-term "Conservation Reserve" program, through which farmers would receive federal money for shifting their land into forage, trees, or even reservoirs.


56. Young, Oral History-248, 8, 9, 18, 19.

57. Benson, _Cross Fire_, 394.


63. Ibid., 72–73, 189. Stewart L. Udall, interior secretary under John Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson, points out that "visible, or apparent, Presidential support is vital to [a cabinet member's] authority and credibility; without it he cannot be a successful administrator or a national leader of power and prestige" ("Lame-Duck Cabinet," _New York Times_, December 28, 1972, A31).


65. Benson, _Cross Fire_, 164. Benson to Eisenhower, January 5, 1954, Administration Series, AWF, EL.

66. _New York Times_, January 12, 1954, 8. Following the press conference, Benson participated in a half-hour television interview in which he discussed the message, as well as making a radio broadcast later that evening. Benson later described the day the president's message was delivered to Congress as "one of the busiest times in my eight years" (Benson, _Cross Fire_, 170).


69. Early in his administration, Eisenhower signaled his reluctance to be drawn into the farm-policy debate. At a press conference in early April 1953, he was asked what he would do to deal with the problem of butter being stockpiled and spoiling and replied, "Well, of course, you are talking about something where you could far better go to the Secretary of Agriculture and get a really definitive answer to such a question" (News Conference, April 2, 1953, *Public Papers*, 155).

70. Benson, *Cross Fire*, 195. Also see 191.


72. As George Bush found out. One of the fundamental contradictions of the Bush presidency was that the frequent recourse to the veto undermined his efforts at blame avoidance.


75. *Congressional Record*, April 16, 1956, 6322.

76. Ibid., April 16, 1956, 1638.

77. Ibid., April 18, 1956, 6489. In truth, Humphrey had publicly come to this conclusion a month earlier: "For a time I thought it was all Mr. Benson's idea, but I do not think it is. I think we have been unfair to the Secretary. He is carrying out orders from some place in the White House. I am not sure where they originate. I would assume he is carrying out President Eisenhower's orders. Possibly they are orders from Sherman Adams. But someone is giving orders" (ibid., March 1, 1956, 3687).

78. Ibid., April 18, 1956, 6511–13.


81. Eisenhower had anticipated that a veto would leave him vulnerable to criticism. A month before the legislation passed, Eisenhower told aides that "the Democrats are going to . . . write a bill that has something for everybody and if I then veto it, a lot of people will be mad" (Ambrose, *Eisenhower*, 300).

82. Ambrose, *Eisenhower*, 461. Jack Z. Anderson, a White House staff member and former aide to Benson, recalls the president calling Benson into his office to express his extreme displeasure at having to veto this bill. Eisenhower lectured Benson: "You've backed me into a corner. As a military man, I don't like this. Sometimes you have to lose a battle to win a war. . . . I guess I'm going to veto the bill as you've indicated you want done, but I'm in a horrible predicament" (Oral History-321, February 2, 1971, COHP, EL, 57).

83. Ezra Taft Benson to Eisenhower, March 18, 1958, Administration Series, AWF, EL.


85. Meade Alcorn, then Republican party chair, recalls a meeting in which the president "cut Ezra Benson . . . cold out of the discussion. . . . He said, 'Now, look, Ezra this man over here is the National Chairman, and the reason he is National Chairman is because he's supposed to know something about politics. You're supposed to know something about agriculture. Now, you stick with the agriculture but you leave the politics to him' " (Alcorn, Oral History-163, 35).
86. President Eisenhower to Benson, November 15, 1958, Administration Series, AWF, EL.
88. Minnich minutes of meeting with legislative leaders, June 21, 1954, DDE Diary Series, AWF, EL.
89. Eisenhower to Hazlett, March 18, 1954, in Robert Griffith, ed., *Ike's Letters to a Friend, 1941–1958* (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1984), 121. Typically, he added that “I want to stress, too, that there is no man in government more dedicated and devoted, and more selfless and sincere, than is Ezra Benson.”
90. August Andresen to Eisenhower, February 27, 1954, Administration Series, AWF, EL.
95. Chapter 7, a case study focusing on Eisenhower's relations with Attorney General Herbert Brownell, explores in greater depth the control over the direction of policy that a president forfeits in delegating to a subordinate.
96. Barry Goldwater, for instance, recalled that Eisenhower “was violently opposed to federal regulation of farming, prices, acreage and so forth” (Oral History-21, June 15, 1967, COHP, EL, 62).

CHAPTER 3. REAGAN'S LIABILITY

1. Mark Hertsgaard, *On Bended Knee: The Press and the Reagan Presidency* (New York: Farrar, 1988), 32. This view of the Carter presidency as oblivious to the problems of overexposure is exaggerated. After the Three Mile Island nuclear accident, for instance, Carter carefully avoided associating himself with events. As Jack Watson explained: “We didn't want to get the president out front and involved because we thought that the president’s speaking about that and being personally involved in it would escalate the matter beyond where our knowledge would permit us to go. . . . So while we were keeping him informed internally at every turn of the day, he was not, either through a spokesman or otherwise, actively taking much of a role or saying much about it” (Samuel Kernell and Samuel L. Popkin, eds., *Chief of Staff: Twenty-Five Years of Managing the Presidency* [Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986], 36).
Social Security controversy was not particularly successful. A CBS/\textit{New York Times} poll, conducted in September 1981, found that only 44 percent of the respondents said they could “trust the President to make the right decisions on social security” (press release, October 4, 1981). In contrast, six in ten trusted Reagan on military and budget issues.


9. Lou Cannon, \textit{President Reagan: The Role of a Lifetime} (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1991), 191–92; also see 145, 160. Similarly, in the wake of charges that the White House was being run by a “palace guard” and that President Eisenhower was uninformed about important matters of state, Sherman Adams felt the need to defend Eisenhower publicly as the “best informed man in the country today” and “the policy maker” (\textit{New York Times}, November 19, 1957, 26), a comment that produced such unflattering headlines as “Adams Insists Ike Is Really President” (\textit{New York Times}, January 22, 1958, 16).

10. Lou Cannon writes, the “low opinion of Reagan [among those in Washington] deprived him of credit for some of his accomplishments but also spared him the blame for his shortcomings” (\textit{Role of a Lifetime}, 13; also see 87).


15. Lou Cannon cautions that “while Reagan tried to stuff everything he heard or read into the view of the world he had brought with him to Washington, he appreciated the value of compromise and negotiation. . . . Reagan did not fit the neat ideological stereotype that was presented in alternative forms by movement conservatives and liberal activists. . . . On nearly all issues, Reagan was simultaneously an ideologue and a pragmatist. He complained to aides that true believers on the Republican
right such as Senator Jesse Helms preferred to 'go off the cliff with all flags flying' rather than take half a loaf and come back for more.' Cannon speculates that Reagan's intense desire to win tended to "prevail even at the expense of his program [and] served as a check on ideology" (Cannon, Role of a Lifetime, 185–86).

Fred Greenstein reaches a similar conclusion, though by a somewhat different route: "Reagan is less than the compleat ideologue in two senses. In an Eric Hoffer world of 'true believers'—individuals who rely on detailed elaborations of doctrine to guide their day-to-day actions and even to lend meaning to their lives—Reagan is a tame specimen. His beliefs are important to him, but so are his wife, his family, his friends, his avocations, and much else that keeps him from being a Savonarola descended upon Washington to purge it of evil" (Greenstein, "Reagan and the Lore," 171). Also see James David Barber, Presidential Character, 4th ed. (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1992), 236–38.


17. Martin Anderson was struck by the fact that as an executive, Reagan "made no demands, and gave almost no instructions" (Revolution [New York: Harcourt, 1988], 289). Also see Don Regan, For the Record, 142–43.


19. In foreign policy, writes Lou Cannon, Reagan "had impulses . . . rather than policies" (Role of a Lifetime, 182). According to Cannon, Don Regan believed Reagan "was fundamentally a centrist and therefore gave a different meaning to 'let Reagan be Reagan'" (ibid., 565).


23. The argument I am making in this chapter runs up against one of the most persistent myths about Reagan, namely that his popular appeal was exceptional in the way that it transcended party lines. According to David Gergen, for instance, Reagan had become "a father figure . . . [who] transcends the party" (Mayer and McManus, Landslide, 13). But this view of Reagan cannot bear careful scrutiny. Reagan's average approval rating among Democrats was 30 percent, which is the lowest Democratic support score among all Republican presidents for whom Gallup has kept records. Reagan's average Democratic support score was marginally below that registered by Nixon (34 percent) and Ford (36 percent) and well shy of Bush's 46 percent and Eisenhower's 49 percent approval ratings among Democrats. In fact, Reagan did no better with Democrats than Carter (31 percent) had done with Republicans, and much worse than Johnson (39 percent) and Kennedy (49 percent). And in 1982 and the first ten months of 1983, while Watt was in office, Reagan's support among Democrats averaged about 23 percent. Only Nixon in his final year, mired in
Watergate, received less support from the opposite party (see George C. Edwards with Alec Gallup, *Presidential Approval* [Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1990], 119). Moreover, the gap between the support given the president by adherents of the two parties was higher during the Reagan presidency than at any other time during the last forty years. From Eisenhower to Carter the average difference in approval between Democrats and Republicans was roughly 35 percentage points, ranging from Carter’s 26 percent to Nixon’s 40 percent. For Bush the gap between Democratic and Republican approval was 37 percent. During Reagan’s tenure, however, that gap ballooned to 53 percentage points. This and other evidence debunking the myth of Reagan as a “Teflon-coated” president can be found in Edwards, *Presidential Approval*, esp. 156, 179. The data for Bush were generously provided to me by George Edwards. The precise numbers for Bush may be off a percentage point or two due to a few missing polls, but this is inconsequential for the point being made here.


29. There were, of course, exceptions. From the outset, John B. Oakes, former senior editor of the *New York Times*, aimed his criticism directly at Reagan. By nominating “the anti-environmental extremist James G. Watt,” Oakes complained, “Ronald Reagan has demonstrated his contempt for the office itself, for the needs of the country, and for the advice of the most respected environmentalists of his own

30. Excerpts from the address were reprinted in Sierra, July/August, 1981, 6+; and Not Man Apart, July 1981, 11.


34. Ibid., March 29, 1981, 32.


38. Sierra Club President Phillip Berry suggests, I think accurately, that environmental groups' initial hesitancy to directly attack Reagan was due primarily to the president's popularity and not to a sense that Reagan was an environmentalist at heart. Also at work, Berry explains, was a “desire to give the administration a way 'out' if they chose to take it” as well as the knowledge that “you cannot easily change presidents” but “it is relatively easy to change [an] interior secretary” (Personal correspondence with author, August 2, 1991). As these comments make clear, the lightning rod phenomenon is as much if not more a product of the strategic calculations of critics as of presidents.

39. Not Man Apart, October 1981, 25. The same sentiments were expressed in a letter to the Los Angeles Times, August 29, 1981, II:2. Expressing amazement “that President Reagan has so successfully been able to escape criticism for what is in reality Reagan's own ridiculous environmental policy,” the letter pointed out that Watt was appointed by Reagan “because he shares Reagan's pro-exploitation view of the environment and because Reagan was convinced he could forcefully advocate and enforce these views.” “We in California,” he reminded his audience, “should remember, Reagan has always been an anti-environmentalist.” The letter concluded that “it is time for people who are disappointed or outraged at James Watt to pin the blame on the boss, Ronald Reagan.” Also see John B. Oakes, “The Reagan Hoax,” New York Times, November 1, 1981, IV:21.


42. Not Man Apart, June 1982, 2.

43. Joe Fontaine, Sierra Club president, quoted in Doug Scott, “Reagan's First Year: 'We Know Watt's Wrong,’” Sierra, January/February, 1982, 30.

44. The other groups were the Natural Resources Defense Council, the Environmental Defense Fund, the Environmental Policy Center, Environmental Action, Defenders of Wildlife, and the Solar Lobby.


48. See, for example, the editorial in the Los Angeles Times, which not only blasted “the Reagan Administration . . . [for] sacrificing economics to ideology . . . [in] a fire sale . . . that will burn Americans for generations to come,” but stressed

58. The shift among environmentalists from attacking Watt to attacking Reagan must be understood, in part, as a strategic reaction to Reagan's declining popularity caused by the economic downturn. During the spring of 1981, in the aftermath of the assassination attempt, Reagan had approval ratings that were better than three to one, making it costly to directly criticize Reagan. By the following spring, however, with as many people disapproving as approving of Reagan, it had become far less risky for environmental groups to directly attack Reagan. As his job rating continued to slide over the next year, criticism of the president became increasingly painless. But this is only a partial explanation, for it neglects the role that Reagan's behavior played in making it untenable for opponents to believe that Watt was diverging from Reagan's preferred policies.
61. Ward Sinclair, "The Rhinestone Cowboys," *Living Wilderness* (Fall 1981): 11-13. Audubon president Russell Peterson, in a meeting with Meese in February 1982, complained that the president "has appointed to agencies involved with environmental matters almost across the board people who had been working against the very laws and regulations they were now assigned to administer" (Philip Shabecoff, "Memo: Meese and Environmentalists, *New York Times*, February 5, 1982, A14).
Sierra Club official Doug Scott commented that the administration's anti-environmental image was "reinforced by the words and actions of virtually every . . . prominent environmental appointee of the Reagan administration so far" ("Reagan's First Year," *Sierra*, January/February, 1982, 128).

62. The lack of access environmental groups had to the Reagan White House is documented in a recent study of interest-group access during the Carter and Reagan presidencies. See John Orman, "The President and Interest Group Access," *Presidential Studies Quarterly* 18 (Fall 1988): 787–92.


66. Michael E. Kraft, "A New Environmental Policy Agenda: The 1980 Presidential Campaign and its Aftermath," in Vig and Kraft, eds., *Environmental Policy in the 1980s*, 35, 42. Lou Cannon comments that "Reagan compiled an environmental record as governor of California that was better than his comments during the campaign would have led anyone to believe" (*Role of a Lifetime*, 530).


69. Ibid., March 12, 1983, 8. At this press conference, Reagan also expressed the view that "environmental extremists" wouldn't "be happy until the White House looks like a bird's nest." Also see ibid., March 7, 1983, II:6.

70. Ibid., March 30, 1983, 14.


75. See sources cited in note 24.

76. Greenstein, *Hidden-Hand Presidency*, 239. Russell Peterson, for instance, observed: "By his own admission a 'lightning rod' for the President's least popular environmental policies, the Interior Secretary was doing exactly what he had been hired to do" ("Laissez-Faire Landscape," *New York Times Magazine*, October 31, 1982, 27+).

77. "If there hadn't been a James Watt," confided Doug Scott, director of federal affairs for the Sierra Club, "we would have had to invent one" (Cannon, *Reagan*, 363).


80. Ibid., 158, 161. Similarly, Philip B. Heymann has noted that Anne Gorsuch Burford's "forced departure was as attributable to the way she handled her unpopular assignment as it was to what she did" (The Politics of Public Management [New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1987], 43). Much of what Heymann writes about Burford applies with equal or greater force to Watt. Reagan asked for Watt's resignation for the same reason he asked for Burford's resignation: "Not because she was ignoring his policies but because she failed to consider the policies and powers of others as well" (ibid., 7).


88. In the summer of 1982, George Will correctly foresaw the danger "that Watt will discredit economic analysis by seeming sympathetic only to economic considerations" ("A Word for the Wilderness," Newsweek, August 16, 1982, 68).


90. Portney, "Natural Resources and the Environment," 162.


93. Kraft and Vig point to the "greater emphasis [in the EPA] to pollution prevention, source reduction, and recycling efforts," to the greater attention within the Department of Energy toward "environmental and public health issues in its management of nuclear facilities," as well as to "substantial new funds for EPA and Justice Department enforcement actions; cleanup activity at federal facilities (especially DOE weapons plants); acceleration of Superfund cleanup actions; research, protection, and enhancement of wetlands; demonstration projects to terminate 'below cost' timber sales in national forests; research on global climate change; and the
‘America the Beautiful’ initiative, which includes new funds for expanded land acquisition for national parks, wildlife refuges, forests and other public lands.” In addition, “Bush backed an EPA-ordered phase out of asbestos use by 1997, and supported an EPA ruling that blocked issuance of a permit to construct the Two Forks Dam in Colorado” (“Presidential Styles and Substance,” 25-26).

94. Kraft and Vig, “Presidential Styles and Substance,” 45, 25. This perhaps explains why, when the president eventually signed the clean air bill into law on November 15, 1990, he largely left congressmen on the sidelines and tried to have his administration take all of the credit for the outcome (Richard E. Cohen, Washington at Work: Back Rooms and Clean Air [New York: Macmillan, 1992], 169).


97. Gallup asked the question, “Do you approve or disapprove of the way George Bush is handling the issue of the environment?” on six occasions during Bush’s presidency. In November 1989, 46 percent approved and 40 percent disapproved; in July 1990, 42 percent approved, 46 percent disapproved; in October 1990, shortly before Bush signed the Clean Air Act, 45 percent approved, 45 percent disapproved; in March 1991, 53 percent approved, 38 percent disapproved; in January 1992, 49 percent approved, 41 percent disapproved; and in June 1992, 29 percent approved, 58 percent disapproved. See Lydia Saad, “Bush Stance on Environment Unpopular,” Gallup Poll Monthly, June 1992, 25.

98. Kraft and Vig, “Presidential Styles and Substance,” 46-47. Even the way in which these questions were asked reflects the elites' framing of the Bush record as a disconnect between what Bush said and what Bush did. Interestingly, Kraft and Vig, though critical of many parts of the Bush environmental record, found that “Bush’s budgets indicate a continuing effort to live up to his campaign promises on the environment” (Kraft and Vig, “Presidential Styles and Substance,” 25).


100. Kraft and Vig, “Presidential Styles and Substance,” 46.
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2. See, for example, the Richmond News Leader, October 24, 1957, 12; Arkansas Democrat, October 25, 1957, 14; and Mobile Register, October 24, 1957, 8.
4. Mobile Register, October 24, 1957, 1, 10. Not everyone, however, was persuaded that Brownell’s successor, William P. Rogers, would be an improvement. The Greenville Piedmont, while sharing the belief that Eisenhower’s decision to send troops into Little Rock “was dictated by Brownell’s advice,” also took note that “behind Brownell stood Rogers as his first assistant.” They concluded that “Brownell is gone in name only. His policies remain in his successor. The South can take no comfort in that” (“Brownell Still with Us,” October 26, 1957). Similarly, the Jackson Daily News, while allowing that Brownell had “engineered the President into that ill-fated decision,” advised its readers to “hold up on the cheering” until we see “whether Rogers is a Brownell prototype” (“Hold up on the Shouting,” October 24, 1957, 10).
5. Mobile Register, October 24, 1957, 1.


11. Byrnes to Eisenhower, November 20, 1953, Name Series, AWF, EL.

12. Eisenhower to Byrnes, December 1, 1953, Name Series, AWF, EL, emphasis added. Eisenhower was not being particularly duplicitous here. As Brownell acknowledges in his memoirs: "In my discussion with the president . . . I knew I would not be persuasive if I made the argument [to accept the court's invitation] on [the basis of supporting civil rights]. Instead, I took a position that might resonate more favorably with Eisenhower's deep commitment to the importance of constitutional and professional duty—that I told him that since I was an 'officer of the court' as a practicing attorney, it would be most difficult for me to reject the invitation to advise the Court. I also knew that Eisenhower would generally defer to my advice and trust my opinions on matters of the law and the legal process, an area in which he did not have extensive knowledge and experience, so I emphasized that the relationship between the Supreme Court and the Justice Department . . . would be strained if we refused the invitation" (*Advising Ike*, 190; also see 193, 215).

13. Eisenhower to Byrnes, December 1, 1953, Name Series, AWF, EL. In view of this correspondence, Byrnes's reaction to Little Rock is instructive. Although one of Eisenhower's most vocal backers in 1952, Byrnes was one of a multitude of southern politicians who immediately spoke out to condemn the administration's decision to send troops into Little Rock. While harshly criticizing the administration's decision, Byrnes still insisted that he had "complete confidence in the integrity of President Eisenhower," whom he characterized as "a man of good intentions." He accounted for the president's decision to send troops into Little Rock as the result of having "followed the advice of Attorney General Brownell, who had demonstrated a willingness to sacrifice everything to win the votes of certain minority groups in doubtful states." While unable to mask his disappointment with Eisenhower—he was "glad," he told his audience, that "I did not vote for him in 1956"—for having "blindly followed" the attorney general's advice, Byrnes reserved his fiercest barbs for "the master strategist," Herbert Brownell (*New York Times*, September 27, 1957, 12). That Byrnes placed the lion's share of the blame for the administration's actions on Attorney General Brownell rather than on the president seems to be a tribute to Eisenhower's ability to persuade Byrnes, through written correspondence and personal conversation, that his sympathies lay with southern whites and that it was Brownell and his associates at the Justice Department who were primarily responsible for administration actions in the area of civil rights.


17. Eisenhower had acted in much the same manner when confronted with press inquiries in November 1953 about Justice Department charges that Harry Dexter White, a Treasury Department aide who had died in 1946, had provided information to the Soviet Union and that President Truman had done nothing about it despite warnings from the FBI that White was a spy. Asked by reporters whether it was
proper, given that a grand jury had found insufficient evidence to prosecute, for the
attorney general to characterize White as a spy, Eisenhower replied that “I am not ei­
ther a judge nor am I an accomplished lawyer. . . . You are asking me to answer
questions [when] . . . the Attorney General is here to answer it himself. Let him an­
swer it.” Pressed as to whether he could say when Brownell would offer proof of the
charges he had made, the president replied, “Of course I can’t. I just told you that he
has got to handle this case in his own way.” Claiming that he did not have the infor­
mation to make a judgment on the validity of the accusations, he informed the re­
porters that he had told Brownell “to follow your own conscience as to your duty”

18. According to George Edwards’s calculations, Eisenhower’s approval rating in
the South averaged 66.5 percent with a high of 68 percent (1955) and a low of 65 per­
cent (1954). The average gap between approval for Eisenhower among southerners
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(1956) and a low of 1 percent (1954). See George C. Edwards III with Alec Gallup,
Presidential Approval: A Sourcebook (Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1990), 155. For the purposes of the Gallup poll, “the South” consists of Ala­
abama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Caro­
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19. Eisenhower seems also to have privately signaled his disagreement with Brown
to some influential southerners. In a confidential letter to Virginia senator Willis
Robertson, Virginius Dabney, editor of the Richmond Times-Dispatch, claims that
“President Eisenhower told me that he ‘tried to stop’ the Warren decision in 1954,
and ‘went just as far as I thought I properly could, but it didn’t have any effect’ ”
(Dabney to Robertson, July 12, 1963, Dabney Papers, University of Virginia Li­
brary). Also see James W. Ely, Jr., The Crisis of Conservative Virginia: The Byrd
Organization and the Politics of Massive Resistance (Knoxville: University of Ten­
nessee Press, 1976), 105–6. Also see Stephen E. Ambrose, Eisenhower: The President
(New York: Simon and Schuster, 1984), 408.


21. Telephone Call, August 19, 1956, Ann Whitman Diary Series, AWF, EL.

22. Herbert S. Parmet, Eisenhower and the American Crusades (New York: Mac­
millan, 1972), 462. See also Eisenhower’s telephone conversation with Ovetta Culp
Hobby, March 21, 1956, Ann Whitman Diary Series, AWF, EL.

23. Although one should be careful not to read too much into any one poll (par­
ticularly since in a Gallup poll, of 1,500 respondents the number of southern whites
in the sample is usually close to 300), the Gallup survey conducted in the middle of
July, which shows Eisenhower’s approval rating rebounding substantially from the
last poll conducted at the end of June and first two days of July, does seem to indi­
cate that Eisenhower’s efforts to distance himself from the civil rights bill at his July
3 news conference may have had some positive effect on southern audiences. The
subsequent poll, taken between August 8 and 13, shows a sharp fall again in Eisen­
hower’s approval rating among southern whites. Three events would seem to be key
to this decline. First, a presidential press conference at the end of July in which
Eisenhower publicly and unambiguously opposed the trial-by-jury amendment fa­
vored by southern senators; second, a public statement issued by Eisenhower on Au­
gust 2 that firmly condemned the Senate’s passage of the jury-trial amendment for
weakening the nation’s commitment to civil rights; and third, Senate passage of the
civil rights bill (with the jury-trial amendment intact) on August 7. In pointing to the
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CHAPTER 8. BLAME AVOIDANCE AND POLITICAL ACCOUNTABILITY

1. A number of scholars, with their eyes on the substantial successes of statistical methods of analysis in the fields of voting behavior and congressional studies, have urged practitioners in the field to look for "statistical patterns in the presidency." Gary King and Lyn Ragsdale, for instance, write that "presidential research is at a stage analogous to that at which the discipline of economics found itself in the 1950s and the study of the U.S. Congress found itself in the 1960s" (Gary King and Lyn Ragsdale, *The Elusive Executive: Discovering Statistical Patterns in the Presidency* [Washington, D.C.: Congressional Quarterly Press, 1988], 484). The implication is that presidential studies can reach the dizzy heights achieved by these fields of study through emulating their usage of statistical techniques.

It is to be expected that fields that have had less success in explanation and prediction will look for guidance to those fields that have been more successful. But a method appropriate to one field of study may prove inappropriate in another. One thinks, for instance, of the checkered history of importing biological concepts of function and natural selection into the social sciences. I find it difficult to share King and Ragsdale's optimism about the future of presidential studies, because the success of statistical analysis rests largely upon having a large number of units, such as votes or survey responses, that are amenable to numerical quantification. In some areas—the relationship between presidential popularity and the state of the economy being a notable example—the statistical method promises to be fruitful. In other areas, such as the relationship between leadership styles and presidential success, there is considerably less we can hope to achieve from statistical techniques. My reasons are elaborated in "What Can 19th Century Presidents Teach Us about the Twentieth Century Presidency," delivered at the 1990 Annual Meeting of the American Political Science Association, San Francisco, Calif., September 1990.

2. As Nelson W. Polsby has recently written, pundits and politicians' loyalties are to their conclusions rather than their premises. It is political scientists, Polsby reminds us, who are paid to "think about the premises, and . . . whether or not they are well founded" ("Where Do You Get Your Ideas?" *PS: Political Science & Politics* 26 [March 1993]: 86).

3. The same political motives are often at work in reverse when opponents label an adviser a liability to the president. Critics who portrayed Ezra Taft Benson as a liability to Eisenhower, for example, were interested in persuading the president to dump an adviser whom they believed to be hostile to their objectives and, in the case of farm-state congressmen, an obstacle to their chances for reelection. That they tagged Benson a liability to the president may in fact be evidence that the secretary was serving as a lightning rod—if, as seems to be the case, they believed that without Benson the president's policies would have been significantly different.


16. Haynes Johnson, In the Absence of Power (New York: Viking, 1980), 168. In the same vein, Nelson W. Polsby has argued that "in time, Mr. Carter's natural allies despaired of cooperating with him, as did leaders of many of the interest groups—especially labor unions—who were natural allies of a Democratic President. All these negative attitudes drifted downward to the general public and sooner or later began to be reflected in low scores for the President in public opinion surveys measuring general confidence in the way he was doing his job" (Nelson W. Polsby, Congress and the Presidency, 4th ed. [Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1986], 65).


19. A further difficulty with Kernell's argument is that it fails to explain why models of presidential popularity based largely on economic numbers do least well for President Eisenhower (see Samuel Kernell's own "Explaining Presidential Popularity," American Political Science Review 72 [June 1978]: 518; as well as Charles W. Ostrom, Jr., and Dennis M. Simon, "Promise and Performance: A Dynamic Model of Presidential Popularity," American Political Science Review 79 [June 1985]: 351). If Kernell's formulation were correct one would expect to find that models built upon objective economic indicators would do most well for a president like Eisenhower and would do least well for a more recent president like Reagan. But in fact we find the reverse. Reagan's popularity can be much more precisely modeled using basic economic indicators than can Eisenhower's. This suggests that, if anything, elite cues and media portrayals may have been more important for Eisenhower's popularity than for Reagan's.
20. My discussion here draws on Eric R. A. N. Smith, *The Unchanging American Voter* (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989), 159–60. A study that surveyed "all available questions" measuring political knowledge asked between 1947 and 1962 found that whereas in the first eight years there was an average of eleven such questions a year, in the last four years that average had dropped to one question a year. The study cited is Hazel G. Erskine, "The Polls: Textbook Knowledge," *Public Opinion Quarterly* 27 (1963): 133–41.


22. Why has a transformation in the public's information levels about politics not resulted from the undeniable transformation in the volume of information transmitted? Part of the explanation may lie in the nature of television. Studies have consistently found that while reading a newspaper has a substantial impact on people's knowledge of politics, television has little or no effect (Smith, *Unchanging American Voter*, 186). People's ability to recall what they have seen on network news broadcasts is often quite limited (see W. Russell Neuman, "Patterns of Recall among Television News Viewers," *Public Opinion Quarterly* 40 [Spring 1976]: 115–23). To the extent that people have become more reliant on television for their news (Roper Organization, *Trends in Attitudes toward Television and Other Media: A Twenty-Four Year Review* [New York: Television Information Office, 1983], but also see the useful cautionary remarks in W. Russell Neuman, *The Paradox of Mass Politics: Knowledge and Opinion in the American Electorate* [Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1986], 139–45), they may actually be learning less about Washington political relations. They may, as Kernell claims, be exposed to more messages about the president than ever before, but the increase in the number of messages may be offset by a decrease in the informational content of those messages.

Moreover, though the total amount of information available about Washington may have increased, that does not mean that people are utilizing this increased information. As Eric Smith concludes, looking at data spanning from 1956 to 1976, "Total media use did not change. . . . Instead there was a change in the mix of media that people used to follow politics" (*Unchanging American Voter*, 184–85). The cable communications explosion of the 1980s has meant people can watch news twenty-four hours a day and can follow congressional floor debates and committee hearings almost around the clock. But the growth of cable also means people have more opportunities to watch movies, music videos, sitcoms, and sports. As W. Russell Neuman points out, the net result of more viewing options will be that "the proportion of news viewing will actually go down" (*Paradox of Mass Politics*, 139).

Several scholars have suggested that declining political interest may be the culprit behind the absence of improvement, despite increasing education levels, in public awareness of political relations in Washington (Bennett, "Trends in Americans' Political Information"; Bennett, "Know-nothings Revisited: The Meaning of Political Ignorance Today," *Social Science Quarterly* 69 [June 1988]: 476–90; Neuman, *Paradox of Mass Politics*; and Carpini and Keeter, "U.S. Public's Knowledge of Politics," 607). In 1987, 23 percent of the public said they were very interested in "politics and national affairs," and 34 percent said they were not at all or only slightly interested in politics. In contrast, in 1967, 35 percent described themselves as very interested, and only 27 percent said they were not at all or only slightly interested. Lack of interest, Stephen Earl Bennett explains, "reduces motivation to take in and retain political information" ("Trends in Americans' Political Information," 433).


27. 1986 National Election Study. Data graciously provided by Stephen Earl Bennett. In a Gallup poll taken in the summer of 1985, 24 percent were able to correctly identify Weinberger from a photograph shown to them (June 22–July 13, 1985).


29. AIPO-593, January 2–7, 1958. Also see AIPO-561, March 8–13, 1956. Interestingly, the approval rates were roughly equal among farmers and the general public (29 and 28 percent respectively). The difference lay in the disapproval rates, which reached 48 percent among farmers compared with only 29 percent among the general public.

30. Farmers were much more likely to have an opinion about the administration's price-support policies. Asked in 1954 whether they were "satisfied or dissatisfied with the way the Republican Administration is handling the problem of farm prices and farm price supports," 21 percent of farmers expressed no opinion as opposed to 39 percent of urban residents (Survey no. 535, August 5–10, 1954, *Gallup Poll*, 2:1267). Repeating the question again in 1955, Gallup found that 35 percent of non-farmers had no opinion, as compared with only 14 percent of farmers (Survey no. 557, December 8–13, 1955, *Gallup Poll*, 2:1392).

31. This according to Jack Bell, at the time Senate correspondent and chief political reporter for the Associated Press (Bell, Oral History-167, COHP, EL, 15).

32. In the first months of the Clinton administration, Jerry Lewis, Republican representative from California, advised his fellow Republicans not to "take the president on personally" (Kenneth J. Cooper and Kevin Merida, "Republicans Strategize to Get Their Message Out," *Washington Post National Weekly Edition*, March 8–14, 1993, 15). And Republican strategist Ed Rollins counseled Republicans to "just hold [Clinton's] coat. . . Wish him well for the good of the country. And the moment he falters, be prepared to put the kick in his side on the way down" (David Van Drehle, "In the Big Game of Politics, Clinton is a Winner—So Far," *Washington Post National Weekly Edition*, April 5–11, 1993, 14).


34. Gallup, August 3–6, 1973. Similarly, 28 percent said they had never heard of John Ehrlichman.


37. AIPO-593, January 2–7, 1958. In Benson's case, 55 percent of the general public (compared with about 75 percent of farmers) and in Dulles's case close to two-
thirds of the public had an opinion about the president as well as the secretary in question. These data are more fully reported in Chapters 2 and 5.

38. Shanto Iyengar and Donald R. Kinder's News That Matters (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987) is a model of the type of research that needs to be done in this area.


42. Polsby, Congress and the Presidency, 39. Hugh Sidey also stresses Johnson's "insistence on being credited with having spawned every idea which came out of his White House" (A Very Personal Presidency: Lyndon Johnson in the White House [New York: Atheneum, 1968], 254).

43. Thomas E. Cronin, among others, underestimates this incompatibility when he advises presidents to "claim credit when things go right and decentralize blame" (The State of the Presidency, 2d ed. [Boston: Little, Brown, 1980], 112).

44. Rowland Evans and Robert Novak, Lyndon B. Johnson: The Exercise of Power (New York: Signet, 1966), 473. Eisenhower, in contrast, often seemed uncomfortable being the center of public attention. Eisenhower, recalls Emmet John Hughes, was "averse . . . to solitary appearances requiring . . . people 'just to look at my face' " and much preferred public appearances in which he (literally) shared the stage with other members of his administration (The Ordeal of Power: A Political Memoir of the Eisenhower Years [New York: Atheneum, 1963], 258).
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